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Introduction to the Team

President Committee Director Zeynep Öktem
Greetings, it is my honor to welcome you all to ACMUN 2021. I am

Zeynep Öktem and I will be serving as the president of ECOFIN. I am a
sophomore in Büyük Science High School and my Mun journey started in my
freshman year with NAMUN'19.  Since then, I have attended 14 conferences,
eight of them as a delegate, two as a crisis team member, three as chair, and
one I served as the Deputy Secretary-General of BIGMUN'21. I was fortunate
enough to be a delegate in ACMUN 2020 and now being able to chair in this
conference is making the experience even more exciting. I am looking
forward to meeting you all and seeing the solutions that this committee will
come up with.

Vice President Committee Director Ahmet Özdemir
Hi guys! My name is Ahmet and I will be serving as the Vice

President of our committee. I am a twelfth grader from Bilkent High
School and I am happy to be a part of this conference. This will be my
fifteenth experience but it is the first time that I will be a chair. The
previous year, I attended ACMUN’20 as a delegate and it was quite
fun! Hope this year will be just as good. Looking forward to greeting
you at the committee!

Introduction
Blockchain is a technology that requires no government or local authority to run. It

provides you an encrypted wallet code and keeps you almost anonymous in any and all kinds
of transfers. With keeping you anonymous, it provides you transparency against current
banking systems. Even though it was first published in 2008 by Satoshi Nakamoto, we can
easily tell that researches about blockchain are started pretty earlier.



Definition of key terms
Bitcoin Whitepaper; A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System, was published in 2008 by
Satoshi Nakamoto, For bitcoin it was a problem/solution type document describing exactly
how a new technology could be used whilst still being open to Investigation.

Bitcoin; Bitcoin is basically a computer file which is stored in a digital wallet app on a
smartphone or computer. People can send Bitcoins (or part of one) to your digital wallet, and
you can send Bitcoins to other people. Every single transaction is recorded in a public list
called the blockchain.

Ethereum; Ethereum is a decentralized, open-source blockchain featuring smart contract
functionality. Ether is the native cryptocurrency of the platform. It is the second-largest
cryptocurrency by market capitalization, after Bitcoin

NEO; NEO is a blockchain platform which facilitates the development of smart contracts
and digital assets, NEO aims to use smart contracts to become a decentralized, digital, and
distributed platform for non-digital assets.

Decentralized; decentralization refers to the transfer of control and decision-making from a
centralized entity (individual, organization, or group) to a distributed network

EOS.IO; Blockchain-based, decentralized system that enables the development, hosting, and
execution of commercial-scale decentralized applications (dApps) on its platform

Ripple; real-time gross settlement system, currency exchange and remittance network, based
on a public ledger.

Hyperledger; It’s an umbrella project of open source blockchains and related tools, started in
December 2015 by the Linux Foundation, and has received contributions from IBM, Intel and
SAP Ariba, to support the collaborative development of blockchain-based distributed ledgers

Remittance; The money or goods that migrants send back to families and friends in origin
countries

GEM; Blockchain technology that addresses the trade-off between personalized care and
operational costs. Shared infrastructure allows them to create global standards without
compromising privacy and security.

Circular Economy; It is an alternative to a traditional linear economy (which in short
means make it, use it, dispose of it) in Circular Economy we keep resources in use for as long
as possible, extract the maximum value from them whilst in use, then recover and regenerate
products and materials at the end of each service life.



Sustainable Development Goals; The Sustainable Development Goals or Global Goals are a
collection of 17 interlinked global goals designed to be a "blueprint to achieve a better and
more sustainable future for all". The SDGs were set in 2015 by the United Nations General
Assembly and are intended to be achieved by the year 2030.

Background Information

Main Idea of Blockchain Technology

The key part of the blockchain and cryptocurrency system rely on SHA256 encrypting
function. It means that every open code is encrypted with a 256-bit system which makes it
unbreakable with brute-force attack. Considering that there is 78 digit number possibilities,
we can easily say that no machine could manage to break the secret code of cryptocurrencies
and blockchain. Furthermore, we have to discuss sustainable development about the
blockchain technologies. The main part of the blockchain technology is above all states and
authorities. This means that well-built blockchain systems are the end of the traditional
banking systems. Because blockchain technology does not require third party approval for
money transfer. So that banks, loaning systems, stock markets, companies and countries must
adapt this technology. Otherwise developing technology will make these authorities collapse.
So that the delegates must find a way in order to sustain their existence.

Brief History of Blockchain Technology and Bitcoin

The blockchain system published with an essay written by a group or a person named
Satoshi Nakamoto. This essay was published in metzdowd.com in 2008. Later on, in 2009
first blockchain based currency ‘Bitcoin’ launched. But it's worth bearing in mind that in
1998 Nick Szabo (some sources claim that he is Satoshi Nakamoto) mentioned that he is
working on a decentralised digital currency. After that in 2000 Stefan Konst published his
theory with an article named ‘Secure Log Files Based on Cryptographically Concatenated
Entries’. Secure Log Files -which is mentioned in the article- is similar technology with
Blockchain Ledgers. In 2009 officially bitcoin (the very first cryptocurrency and blockchain
technology of the world) launched. In the first era of bitcoin (2009-2014) is considered as the
learning era. Humanity trying to adapt digital money and blockchain system. There are not
much information about blockchain systems, its future and cryptocurrency. Usually
information about bitcoin comes from rumours so that most people are afraid to invest and
use it. Despite the fact that the rumours, a lot of millennial or open-minded investors started
to invest in it. Even though they were not the majority, they played a huge role to lead
humanity to get used to blockchain technology. Second era of blockchain started with large
companies adapting cryptocurrency and release of blockchain 2.0. Blockchain 2.0 allows side



chains include the main chain and it allows users to code more complex covenants in order to
provide certificates and invoices in money transferring and crypto stocks. So that
cryptocurrency wallet owners could prefer other cryptocurrencies to transfer. For example
users could prefer Litecoin instead of bitcoin due to it provides you faster transfer.
Blockchain 2.0 broke the monopoly of Bitcoin in the market nevertheless it has the biggest
volume and since it is the most preferred cryptocurrency. In 2017 after fluctuations Bitcoin
reached its first peak by hitting 19,000$.

An Economic Asset: Cryptocurrency

In macroeconomics, currencies are divided in two: Easy money, Hard money. Easy money
meaning that an authority could increase the amount of an asset and control its price by
relying on supply and demand chart. We can state that USD, EURO and other non-gold based
physical currencies are easy money. Commodities like Gold. Silver is considered as hard
money. Because there is limited reserve and an authority could not produce infinite amount of
it. So that hard money assets manages to protect its price for ages. In cryptocurrencies, due to
their limitations by codes they are considered as hard money. By basic economic theories it
shows us that cryptocurrencies have enormous volatility but there is no chance to collapse in
one day. Like all hard money assets, cryptocurrencies will not be affected from inflation.

After U.S. President Nixon in 1971 cancelled the gold standard law which means “FED has
the right to monetize according to their gold reserves”. Golden standard helps central banks
in order to regulate inflation and overdemand. Since the Dollar being the biggest reserve
currency all around the world, countries which want to globalise cancelled gold standard law
with the U.S. But in some developing countries, cancelling the gold standard showed its other
side; hyperinflation. No domestic manufacturing caused tax, interest rate and inflation
increment and decrement in GDP. This situation named as slumpflation in economics. We can
witness the current situation of Venezuela. In 2018 Venezuela stated that they will launch a
cryptocurrency named ‘Petro’ and ‘Petro Gold’. The ‘Petro’ coin will be backed by the
countries’ oil and mineral reserves and ‘Petro Gold’ coin will be backed by countries’ gold
reserves. This is an easy and very first example of turning the gold standard and trying to stop
inflation with cryptocurrency.



Current Situation of Blockchain and Cryptocurrencies

By the time passes, investors get used to the blockchain system and cryptocurrencies and
had consensus to trust them. Currently there are 2.9-5.8 million people using cryptocurrency
actively. Furthermore, some banks launched investment funds in order to invest in
cryptocurrencies so that total cryptocurrency volume has reached $1.01T daily.  Considering
Nasdaq index has 6 billion share volume, cryptocurrencies look like spearheading Gen-Z in
investment. Hometown Station reports that half of the Millennials and generation z are
planning to invest in cryptocurrencies and %92 percent of them prefer cryptocurrencies
instead of stock market, forex, bonds or commodities.

On 8 October 2020, Bitcoin was 10,500$. When the date was 8 January 2020, Bitcoin was
42,000$ by increasing %400 in just 4 months. Within this fluctuation in Bitcoin made a lot of
people to study and research more on blockchain and cryptocurrencies. More volume means
that less volatility on cryptocurrencies. Moreover, this means reduced risk on investment
instruments.



Blockchain is not only about cryptocurrencies but it’s the only example of active usage. All
in all, blockchain has lots of benefits, on the other hand there are several disadvantages. To
exemplify drawbacks, we can consider blockchain based social media. In blockchain
technology, if an information entered on blockchain ledgers, no authority could delete it. That
means, entered information will last forever. Unfortunately, its too obvious that we may
witness unwanted scenes. Delegates have to consider other side of the coin.

Involved Countries and Organizations

Venezuela: Venezuela is one of the first authorities who agreed upon a
cryptocurrency to be the legal currency. In 2018, President Maduro announced
that they will use ‘The Petro’ as their national cryptocurrency.

Egypt, Morocco. Bolivia, Ecuador, Nepal, Pakistan: Those countries are banned
blockchain system and all cryptocurrency activities.



Malta: Maltese government announced that they are crypto-friendly. The government thinks
that creating a clear framework for blockchain systems will be accurate in order to adapt new
technology.

Germany: German Federal Financial Supervisory Authority (BaFin) has authority to qualify
cryptocurrencies as financial instruments. In order to have a blockchain service, you have to
contact and get permission from BAFIN.

Euro Zone: The Euro Zone prefers staying neutral on blockchain and cryptocurrency. Euro
Zone believes the market will regulate itself.

China: Chinese government do not restrict owning, holding or trading on cryptocurrencies.
However, in China it is illegal to commit financial transactions.

Timeline of events



Previous attempts to solve the issue

Goal 1 //Poverty// Blockchain based tokens allow the world's 2 billion unbanked people to
perform trades and transactions. Blockchain solutions have already started to disrupt the vast
global remittances market along with easing the burden of migration.

Goal 3 //Wellbeing// There are regional initiatives to share hospital records and health
records more effectively and with more security, Blockchains like GEM are putting outbreak
data onto a blockchain to improve the effectiveness of disaster relief and response.

Goals 12, 14, 15 //Responsible Production + Consumption, Life below water and above
land// blockchain can ensure good provenance throughout supply chains and has great
potential to enable the Circular Economy. For instance, blockchain start-up Provenance is
already tracing yellowfin and skipjack tuna from catch to consumer and digitally reinforcing
the value of certification with Soil Association Organic.

Possible solutions

Since blockchain technology is above all authorities and all states, delegates must try to
encourage the citizens to research upon it instead of trying to regulate. However, there are
some possible solutions.

1. Adapting blockchain systems in order to prevent both total transparency and
anonymity. Encouraging the private sector to use blockchain technology in their factories
would be a good way to start.  Providing tax reduction on companies which have started
using blockchain system would be accurate in this solution.

2. In order to provide sustainable growth of the blockchain system, governments could
agree upon a curriculum which will be teached in universities. Therefore, the next
generation will be well-informed about blockchain system.

3. Countries might agree upon a resolution includes accepting cryptocurrencies as
commodities and encourage banks in order to trade upon them so that intermediary
institutions could find opportunity to develop themselves.

4. Since blockchain is completely against banking system and in future it will probably
make banks collapse, delegates may take some precautions in order to protect banks. Or
delegates may prefer trusting in free-market and competition.



Useful links
https://nakamotoinstitute.org/bitcoin/
https://101blockchains.com/problems-blockchain-solve/
https://www.mckinsey.com/industries/advanced-electronics/our-insights/blockchain-2-0-what
s-in-store-for-the-two-ends-semiconductors-suppliers-and-industrials-consumers#
https://www.euromoney.com/learning/blockchain-explained/what-is-blockchain#:~:text=Bloc
kchain%20is%20a%20system%20of,computer%20systems%20on%20the%20blockchain.
https://www.skalex.io/crypto-europe/
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